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ABSTRACT 
 
The distribution of sources and sinks of carbon over the land surface is dominated 
by changes in land use such as deforestation, reforestation, and agricultural management. 
Despite, the importance of land-use change in dominating long-term net terrestrial fluxes 
of carbon, estimates of the annual flux are uncertain relative to other terms in the global 
carbon budget. The interaction of the nitrogen cycle via atmospheric N inputs and N 
limitation with the carbon cycle contributes to the uncertain effect of land use change on 
terrestrial carbon uptake.  This study uses two different land use datasets to force the 
geographically explicit terrestrial carbon-nitrogen coupled component of the Integrated 
Science Assessment Model (ISAM) to examine the response of terrestrial carbon stocks 
to historical LCLUC (cropland, pastureland and wood harvest) while accounting for 
changes in N deposition, atmospheric CO2 and climate. One of the land use datasets is 
based on satellite data (SAGE) while the other uses population density maps (HYDE), 
which allows this study to investigate how global LCLUC data construction can affect 
model estimated emissions. The timeline chosen for this study starts before the Industrial 
Revolution in 1765 to the year 2000 because of the influence of rising population and 
economic development on regional LCLUC. Additionally, this study evaluates the impact 
that resulting secondary forests may have on terrestrial carbon uptake. The ISAM model 
simulations indicate that uncertainties in net terrestrial carbon fluxes during the 1990s are 
largely due to uncertainties in regional LCLUC data. Also results show that secondary 
forests increase the terrestrial carbon sink but secondary tropical forests carbon uptake 
are constrained due to nutrient limitation.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to secure sustainability, humans have perturbed the natural cycles of the 
terrestrial biosphere via land cover and land use changes (LCLUC). Over the past 300 
years, 42-68% of the Earth’s surface has been impacted by LCLUC activities 
(Shevliakova et al, 2009). LCLUC has the potential to alter regional and global climate 
through changes in the biophysical characteristics of the earth’s surface such as albedo 
and surface roughness (Jain and Yang, 2005). LCLUC can also alter biogeochemical 
cycles of the terrestrial biosphere such as the global C and N cycles (Jain et al, 2009).  
The term ‘land cover’ describes the surface characteristics of the earth, while 
‘land use change’ describes how land cover types are changed over time. The magnitude 
of land use change is usually estimated by the rates of change and the amount of surface 
area changed. The major types of LCLUC are deforestation, reforestation, afforestation, 
and agricultural management. Deforestation is the cutting down or burning of forests, 
while reforestation is the regrowth of forests. Afforestation is the method of establishing 
a forest on land that is not naturally forested. Croplands and pasturelands are considered 
agricultural management activities which promote food production. 
Increasing human population is a major driver of land cover and land use change. 
Throughout history humans have cleared forests due to the increasing demand for food, 
fuel, fiber, and habitation. During the 20th Century, human population growth varied 
widely by region, leading to regional patterns of LCLUC resulting in a worldwide 
expansion and intensification of agricultural activities and wood harvesting. Currently, 
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developing countries around the world such as India and China are extensively altering 
land in order to maintain human sustainability. 
LCLUC activities are important sources and sinks of CO2, which affect the global 
carbon cycle and have implications for climate change. Current concentrations of 
atmospheric CO2 are unparalleled to any concentrations in the past 10,000 years. The 
present atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide is 381 ppm, compared to the 1765 
level (Pre-Industrial era) of 280 ppm (IPCC, 2007). LCLUC is responsible for ~25% of 
CO2 emissions from terrestrial biosphere (Canadell et al. 2007). During the 1990s the 
global land sink took up only 2.6 GtC/yr of anthropogenic carbon but land use change 
(1.6 GtC/yr) and fossil fuel (6.4 GtC/yr) emissions combined release 8.0 GtC/yr (IPCC, 
2007). The flux associated with LCLUC is responsible for major uncertainties in net 
land-atmosphere flux from previous decades, so the evaluation of historical land cover 
datasets is very important (Jain and Yang, 2005) for estimating future carbon fluxes. 
An increase in atmospheric CO2 has the potential to enhance the terrestrial C sink 
via increased C fixation during C3 photosynthesis, causing greater inputs of C into 
vegetation and soils (Yang et al, 2009), which is known as CO2 fertilization. CO2 
fertilization results in a slowing of the accumulation of atmospheric CO2 concentrations 
(Matthews, 2007), which can promote global cooling. A recent meta-analysis of various 
enriched CO2 studies found that a significant increase in carbon storage in response to 
elevated CO2, but this response differed based on species and ecosystem types 
(Matthews, 2007). However, recent studies have shown that elevated CO2 concentrations 
can also alter the N cycle (Yang et al, 2009; Thornton et al, 2007). Enhanced plant 
growth due to the CO2 fertilization feedback leads to increased C storage causing 
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additional N sequestration in plant biomass and SOM, which leads to the depletion of the 
soil mineral N pool (Yang et al, 2009) and eventually constrains C sequestration (Jain et 
al, 2009). 
In climate-carbon coupled models, increased temperature and precipitation 
promotes CO2 fertilization and reduces terrestrial carbon uptake (Thornton et al, 2007; 
Matthews et al, 2005). Recent studies have found that when carbon and nitrogen cycles 
are coupled in models, terrestrial carbon storage actually increases with moderate 
increases in temperature (Sokolov et al, 2008; Jain et al, 2009).  The nitrogen cycle is an 
essential factor of the terrestrial ecosystem via net primary productivity, N deposition and 
carbon storage. Nitrogen is required for plant growth and tissue maintenance, which 
eventually becomes a soil input. A recent study on the response of terrestrial carbon 
fluxes on CO2 fertilization and climate change found that the inclusion of the nitrogen 
cycle significantly reduces projected land carbon uptake due to increased atmospheric 
CO2 while reducing the sensitivity of the terrestrial carbon cycle to changes in climate 
(Reay et al, 2008). The decrease in terrestrial uptake is smaller in carbon-nitrogen 
coupled models compared to climate-carbon coupled models. Many global terrestrial 
ecosystem models have incorporated the effect of extensive LCLUC activities on C 
cycling (Houghton and Hackler, 2001; Jain and Yang, 2005; Shevliakova et al, 2009). On 
the contrary, my study includes the interaction between the global N and C cycles on 
terrestrial C uptake due to extensive LCLUC activities. The interaction between the 
terrestrial C and N cycles can be altered by changes in climate, N inputs, atmospheric 
CO2 concentrations and land use (Jain et al, 2009). 
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The N cycle can influence the responses of the C cycle to climate change via 
decomposition of wetter and warmer soils. Organic N and C in the plant tissues are 
mineralized by soil microbes during decomposition of litter and soil organic matter 
(SOM), creating a pool of inorganic N for plant uptake (Yang et al, 2009). These wetter 
and warmer soil conditions can potentially increase the amount of inorganic N in the soil 
through enhanced mineralization (Jain et al, 2009). The mineralization of soil N from 
decomposition processes has the potential to enhance the uptake of CO2 by vegetation 
more than the loss of CO2 from decomposition (Jain et al, 2009). 
Many studies suggest a global terrestrial carbon storage enhancement due to 
atmospheric N deposition is occurring (Jain et al, 2009). Atmospheric N deposition into 
the terrestrial biosphere has increased as a result of fossil fuel burning and volatilized 
ammonia from fertilizer application (Jain et al, 2009). Future N deposition rates are 
projected to increase another two- or threefold before reaching a plateau (Lebauer and 
Treseder, 2008). Most N deposition is concentrated in northeastern United States and 
northern Europe where a regional increase in C accumulation is more likely to occur in 
northern temperate forests via atmospheric N input (Jain et al, 2009). Future N deposition 
will increasingly occur in tropical regions of developing countries due to increased N 
fertilization application for agricultural activities (Lebauer and Treseder, 2008).  
Though the synergistic relationship between the carbon and nitrogen cycle is 
important in understanding the terrestrial carbon sink, this study focuses on the impact of 
LCLUC on terrestrial carbon storage. There are crucial factors necessary for estimating 
the impact of LCLUC on carbon storage. For example, understanding the disturbance 
history of land is essential, which consists of knowing the current land cover type, the 
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process used in changing the land to its current land cover type and the pre-conversion 
land type. Studies such as Houghton and Hackler (2001), Ramankutty and Foley (1998, 
1999), and Hurtt et al (2006) are knowledgeable of the major global land cover types but 
there are many regional inconsistencies as far as the disturbance history. LCLUC 
estimates are uncertain due to poor characterization of the extent and nature of LCLUC 
activities at the global scale (Jain and Yang, 2005). Many regions have incomplete and/or 
inaccurate records of LCLUC activities and the rates of change of these activities. 
Another important factor in estimating the effect of LCLUC on carbon storage is the 
forest stand and age, which tells the maturity and successional stage of the land. As 
young trees grow they take up a significant amount of atmospheric carbon but the amount 
of carbon stored decreases as trees reach maturity. There is also the matter of how 
LCLUC can alter the carbon biomass of the ecosystems converted and the degradation, 
decomposition process or growth of the newly converted land. There is a definite 
uncertainty in the global amount of carbon released to the atmosphere after LCLUC 
activities (Jain and Yang, 2005) on short and long time scales. It is therefore critical to 
track emissions related to LCLUC.  
In the past, LCLUC activities usually release carbon to the atmosphere due to 
deforestation but in recent decades reforestation and afforestation have increased C 
stocks in secondary forest ecosystems (Jain et al, 2009; Reay et al, 2008; Shevliakova et 
al, 2009); particularly in North America and Eurasia. In some other regions of the world, 
secondary forest area may continue to expand if future deforested land are allowed to 
regrow to maturity after abandonment (Davidson et al, 2004), especially in the tropics. 
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However, the carbon uptake of a forest ecosystem can be constrained if the LCLUC 
occurs in N limited regions (Jain et al, 2009) or causes a region to become N limited.  
N limitation is stronger in temperate regions than in tropical regions due to soil 
age and climate (Lebauer and Treseder, 2008). For example, Reay et al (2008) suggests 
that nitrogen limiting northern forests are sequestering as much as 200 g C per g N per 
year due to atmospheric N input. Temperate regions have cold and dry climate, which 
reduce N mineralization and plant N use efficiency by slowing microbial activity 
(Lebauer and Treseder, 2008). Tropical regions have warmer and wetter climate 
conditions that enhance N mineralization and plant N use efficiency (Lebauer and 
Treseder, 2008). Primary tropical forests vegetation requirements are mostly fulfilled 
through internal nutrient cycling (Herbert et al, 2003) but the soils are largely P depleted 
(Lebauer and Treseder, 2008). In tropical forest ecosystems, the N and P losses 
associated with biomass removal or combustion from LCLUC activities can be large but 
N losses are usually greater than P losses due to difference in volatility and mobility 
(Herbert et al, 2003).  
Tropical forest greatly attribute to the global C cycle by storing 20-25% of the 
global soil and vegetation C (Herbert et al, 2003). Additionally, secondary tropical forests 
play a major role in maintaining genetic diversity and hydrological functioning of altered 
landscapes but the biogeochemical cycles of these secondary forests are poorly studied 
(Davidson et al, 2007). The new concern of N limitation in secondary tropical forests 
result from the volatilization of large amounts of N biomass that occurs during the 
grazing, clearing and/or burning of mature forests for pastures, cropland and wood 
products (Davidson et al, 2004). These LCLUC activities reduce stocks of essential 
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nutrients such as C and P (Herbert et al, 2003) but particularly plant available N; 
potentially causing N limitation of tropical secondary forests (Davidson et al, 2004). For 
example, Reay et al (2008) stated that an increase in aboveground net primary 
productivity was found in secondary tropical forests due to atmospheric N input, which 
was approximately the same magnitude of increased productivity seen in temperate 
forests.  
The objectives of this study are (1) to estimate the CO2 emissions due to the 
historical changes in land use and net land-atmosphere CO2 fluxes using the terrestrial 
carbon-nitrogen coupled component of the Integrated Science Assessment Model (ISAM) 
which accounts for the effects of atmospheric CO2, climate, and nitrogen deposition; (2) 
to estimate the effect of secondary forests on terrestrial carbon storage; and (3) to 
quantify the sources of regional uncertainties in model results for land use emissions and 
net carbon fluxes. For the time period 1765-2000, two different historical LCLUC 
datasets that estimate global cropland, pastureland, and wood harvest distributions are 
used to force the ISAM. One of the LCLUC datasets was constructed using satellite data 
(SAGE) and the other dataset is based on population density maps (HYDE).  
Based on my literature survey about specific patterns in land use emissions and 
secondary forest CO2 uptake I propose the following two hypotheses. First, I hypothesize 
that major uncertainties in land use emission estimates will be due to rates of LCLUC 
activities, not the amount of area changed during those LCLUC activities. Second, I 
hypothesize that secondary forests will increase CO2 uptake but this effect will be 
restrained due to nutrient limitation.   
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My thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 describes the methodology used to 
calculate land use emissions and net land-atmosphere flux using the carbon-nitrogen 
coupled ISAM, including an analysis of two different LCLUC datasets. Chapter 3 gives 
the ISAM estimated land use emissions and net carbon fluxes over the time periods 1765-
2000, 1900-2000, and the 1990s. Chapter 4 discusses the major uncertainties associated 
with the results reported in Chapter 3.  
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CHAPTER 2 
METHODOLOGY 
2.1. Model Description 
2.1.1. General Structure of the Terrestrial Carbon-Nitrogen Cycle Coupled Model 
The carbon-nitrogen cycle coupled component of the Integrated Science 
Assessment Model (ISAM) is the new extended version of the carbon cycle component 
of ISAM (Yang et al, 2009).  The latest ISAM version that has been used in this study 
includes a comprehensive model of N dynamics and describes in detail the interaction of 
carbon and nitrogen dynamics in the terrestrial biosphere. The model simulates 
evapotranspiration, plant photosynthesis, respiration, litter production, and soil organic 
carbon decomposition, including major processes of the nitrogen cycle such as 
immobilization, mineralization, nitrification, denitrification, and leaching. There are also 
feedback mechanisms that are examined in the model such as CO2 fertilization effect, the 
effect of nitrogen deposition, land use change, and climate effects and the interactions 
between these feedbacks. 
Similar to the previous version of ISAM (Jain and Yang, 2005), the model 
simulates carbon fluxes to and from various compartments of the terrestrial biosphere 
within 0.5 by 0.5 spatial resolution grid cells (Yang et al, 2009). Each grid cell is 
occupied by at least one of eighteen land cover types, including secondary forest land 
cover types (Table 1). The carbon and nitrogen dynamics of each land cover type in each 
grid cell is calculated via five vegetation carbon reservoirs (ground vegetation foliage 
(GVF), ground vegetation root (GVR), above-ground woody parts (AGWT), tree foliage 
(TF), and tree roots (TR)), four above-ground (above-ground metabolic litter (AGML), 
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above-ground structural litter (AGSL), above-ground microbial soil (AGMS), young 
humus soil (YHMS)) and four below-ground litter and soil reservoirs (below-ground 
decomposable plant litter (BGDL), below-ground resistant plant litter (BGRL), below-
ground microbial soil (BGMS), stabilized humus soil (SHMS)). There are also two 
inorganic nitrogen reservoirs (Figure 1), ammonium and nitrate (Yang et al, 2009). 
Table 1. Eighteen land cover types that can occupy each 0.5 x 0.5 degree spatial 
resolution grid cell in the ISAM. Unlike, Jain and Yang (2005) this study includes 
secondary forests land cover types. 
 
Tropical Evergreen Grassland Pastureland 
Tropical Deciduous Shrubland Secondary Tropical 
Evergreen 
Temperate Evergreen Tundra Secondary Tropical 
Deciduous 
Temperate Deciduous Desert Secondary Temperate 
Evergreen 
Boreal Forest Polar Desert Secondary Temperate 
Deciduous 
Savanna Cropland Secondary Boreal 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the carbon-nitrogen coupled terrestrial ecosystem 
component of the Integrated Science Assessment Model (ISAM). (Jain et al, 2009; Yang 
et al, 2009) 
 
 
2.1.2. Land Use Emissions Calculations 
Various land cover change activities were considered such as clearing natural 
ecosystems for cropland and pastureland, wood harvesting of primary forests, and 
recovery of secondary forests from clearing for cropland, pastureland or wood harvesting. 
In this process-based model, the calculations of emissions due to land use change 
activities are similar to the bookkeeping approach of Houghton et al (1983) for modeling 
ecosystems affected by land-use changes.  In this study the changes in NPP and soil 
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respiration in combination with changing environmental conditions affect the changes in 
carbon stocks following land cover changes (Jain and Yang, 2005).  
Within each grid cell, cleared natural vegetation can be replaced by cropland, 
pastureland, or secondary forests. For changes in natural vegetation within a grid cell, a 
specified amount of vegetation biomass is released from the five vegetation carbon 
reservoirs (GVF, GVR, AGWT, TF, TR) based on the relative proportions of carbon 
contained in these reservoirs (Jain and Yang, 2005). A fraction of the released vegetation 
biomass is transferred to litter reservoirs as slash left on the ground. The remaining plant 
material is released to the atmosphere as carbon and nitrogen through burning in order to 
help clear the land for agricultural activities. Alternatively, the remaining plant material 
can also be transferred to wood and/or fuel product reservoirs where carbon and nitrogen 
are released to the atmosphere at a variety of rates dependent on usage. There are three 
product reservoirs with turnover times of 1 year (agriculture and agricultural products), 
10 years (paper and paper products), and 100 years (lumber and long-lived products) 
(Figure 1). Houghton and Hackler (2001) methods were used to calculate the fractions of 
total cleared vegetation assigned to each product and amount of vegetation burned and/or 
left as slash for each vegetation type (Yang and Jain, 2005).  
2.1.3. Land Use Change  
 Land use changes were made during transient simulations that allocated the 
appropriate land cover types to each grid cell. The fraction of land cover types shifted 
each year according to the cropland, pastureland, and wood harvest datasets. First, 
cropland area was allocated to each grid cell, then wood harvest and pastureland area, 
respectively. If the data has more cropland/pastureland area than the natural 
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cropland/pastureland area, then any primary or secondary forest biomes in the grid cell 
can be used to accommodate for the expanding agricultural land. If the area of cropland 
or pastureland in each grid cell was less than the previous year, then it was considered 
abandoned and reverted to its pre-conversion natural land cover type. If the abandoned 
cropland or pastureland area occurred on naturally forested land, then the area is 
converted to a secondary forest biome. Also forest biomes that are harvested or logged 
for wood become secondary forest biomes. The sum of the area of all the land cover 
types cannot exceed the area of its grid cell. 
2.1.4. Nitrogen Limitation Effect 
As stated previously in Chapter 1, N limitation affects carbon uptake in both 
primary and secondary forests in temperate regions. In the model, N limitation is 
determined based on the balance between potential N availability and demand for soil 
and litter pools (Yang et al, 2009). If the potential N availability is greater than the N 
demand, then there is no N limitation. Conversely, if the potential N availability is less 
than the N demand, then NPP is scaled back to the level that can be supported by the 
available N (Yang et al, 2009). In turn, the reduced NPP will cause plant CO2 uptake to 
decrease. This reduction in carbon uptake due to N limitation in the model is calculated 
based on vegetation types. In this study I focus on the recent concern of how non N 
limited primary tropical forests regrow as N limited secondary tropical forests. In order to 
investigate the effect of N limitation on secondary tropical forests, the secondary tropical 
forests carbon uptake is calculated in the same manner as N limited primary temperate 
forests. 
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2.2. Data 
2.2.1. Climate, Atmospheric CO2, and N Deposition Data 
The temperature and precipitation data used in this study are monthly CRU TS 2.0 
observation data of the Tydall Center (Mitchell and Jones, 2005). This climate dataset is 
constructed at a 0.5 degree resolution and is available for the time period 1900-2000. For 
grid cells with missing data, relaxation of the climatology is applied to reinforce the 
completeness of the dataset in space and time. For the time period 1765-1899, randomly 
selected yearly climate data between the period 1900 and 1920 were used to generate the 
necessary climate data. 
For the time period 1765-1958, estimates of atmospheric CO2 concentrations from 
ice cores and direct measurements given by Keeling et al. (1982) were used. Over the 
time period between 1959 and 2000, the average of annual CO2 concentrations from the 
Mauna Loa, Hawaii, South Pole Observations, and estimates from Keeling and Whorf 
(2007) were used in the model. 
Both wet and dry atmospheric depositions are included in nitrogen deposition 
estimates provided by Galloway et al (2004). This nitrogen deposition data was used 
during the entire time period of 1765-2000. 
2.2.2. Initial Natural Vegetation Distribution 
The global natural vegetation distribution in the year 1765 was constructed by 
superimposing the 1765 cropland data from Ramankutty and Foley (1999) and 
pastureland data of Klein Goldewijk (2001) over the potential vegetation map of 
Ramankutty and Foley (1999). For the land cover changes starting in 1765, the historical 
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land use datasets were superimposed over the initial natural vegetation dataset (Figure 2) 
(Jain and Yang, 2005). Also in the 1765, all secondary forests biome types have a zero 
area because it is assumed that there were no land use changes prior to this year that 
would cause the growth of secondary forests.   
 
 
Figure 2. Global spatial distribution of the natural vegetation types for the year 1765 
used to drive the ISAM (Jain and Yang, 2005). 
 
 
2.2.3. Land Use Change Data 
During the time period of 1765-2000, historical land use and net terrestrial 
biospheric carbon fluxes were calculated due to changes in land cover types and 
abandonment rates based on Ramankutty and Foley (1998, 1999) and Klein Goldewijk 
(2001) datasets. The Ramankutty and Foley (1998, 1999) dataset was created at the 
Center for Sustainability and the Global Environment (SAGE) and Klein Goldewijk 
(2001) dataset is affiliated with the History Database of the Global Environment 
Polar Desert 
Pasture 
Tropical Evergreen 
Tropical Deciduous 
Temperate Evergreen 
Temperate Deciduous 
Boreal 
Savanna 
Grassland 
Shrubland 
Tundra 
Desert 
Cropland 
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(HYDE). From this point on, we will refer to these datasets as SAGE and HYDE, 
respectively. This study is using two different datasets to force the ISAM to better 
understand the effect of LCLUC on terrestrial carbon sources and sinks. This method is a 
good way to find which regions’ LCLUC activities are most difficult to track based on 
the uncertainties in the resulting carbon emissions between the two datasets. 
2.2.3.1. SAGE Dataset 
SAGE is a historical cropland dataset from 1700 to 1992 that used the global data 
set of cultivated land for 1992 created by Ramankutty and Foley (1998) and extrapolated 
this data backwards in time (Table 2). The geographically explicit changes in cropland 
were constructed from the 1992 satellite-derived DIScover land cover dataset that was 
calibrated against historical cropland inventory data compiled from various sources 
including the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) (Ramankutty and Foley, 1999).  
These datasets were used in a land cover change model to derive the spatially explicit 
historical cropland maps (Jain and Yang, 2005). SAGE dataset estimates to what degree 
different natural vegetation types have been converted to croplands or which cropland 
areas have been abandoned during the time period 1700-1992. SAGE dataset does not 
include the other forms of land use change activities such clearing of forests for 
pasturelands and wood harvest (Jain and Yang, 2005). This dataset provides the fractional 
areas of cropland and natural vegetation for each grid cell at a 0.5º resolution.  
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Table 2. A comparative description of SAGE and HYDE land use datasets. 
 
Dataset Resolution/Distribution Time Period 
Defining 
Characteristic 
SAGE 0.5 ° x 0.5° 1700 – 1992 
Constructed using 1992 
cropland satellite data 
extrapolated back in time  
HYDE 0.5º x 0.5º 1700 – 1990 
Constructed using 
historical population 
density maps from 1700 – 
1990 where high density 
correlates to agriculture 
 
 
2.2.3.2. HYDE Dataset 
HYDE dataset was created by superimposing historical inventory data on 
agricultural activities such as cropland and pasture with historical population density 
maps as a proxy for location (downscaled) for the time period 1700-1990 (Table 2). The 
dataset was constructed under the assumption that most highly populated regions do not 
drastically change over a 300 year period, so current population density maps are valid 
for the historical time period (Klein and Ramankutty, 2004). Klein Goldewijk (2001) 
organized country borders before superimposing The National Center for Geographic 
Information and Analysis (NCGIA) 0.5 by 0.5 degree resolution population density map 
of 1994 over the potential vegetation data set of Ramankutty and Foley (1999) onto the 
country borders. The cropland and pastureland data is constructed from (FAO) land use 
statistics during 1961-1994. Additional cropland data from Ramankutty and Foley 
(1998), Richards and Flint (1994), Richards (1990) and Klein and Battjes (1997) were 
used for the years before 1961. Sources such as Richards (1990) and Klein and Battjes 
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(1997), and Houghton et al (1991) were also used for more descriptive pastureland data 
(Klein Goldewijk, 2001). 
A Boolean method was used to allocate land use change so that each grid cell was 
completely occupied by cropland, pastureland or a natural land cover type (Klein and 
Ramankutty, 2004). The allocation of the total amount of cropland on a sub-national or 
country scale was determined by the historical population density maps. The grid cells 
with the highest population densities were first assigned to cropland and then the next 
highest population was assigned cropland, until the total amount of cropland for that 
country was allocated (Klein Goldewijk, 2001). The cropland land area from the initial 
land cover map is considered the maximum boundary for agricultural activities, so 
cropland was not allocated outside that area. The total amount of pastureland was 
allocated in the same manner as cropland but excluded grid cells that were already 
allocated to cropland (Klein Goldewijk, 2001). 
2.2.3.3. Extended Version of SAGE and HYDE Datasets 
SAGE and HYDE datasets were reconstructed by Hurtt et al (2006) allowing 
changes in cropland, pastureland, and wood harvest activities at a 1 degree spatial 
resolution. Hurtt dataset derived globally gridded fractional estimates of annual of 
cropland, pastureland and wood harvest over the time period 1700-2000. Using a political 
boundary map from the Environmental Systems Research Institute’s (ESRI) ArcWorld 
database, the HYDE cropland and pastureland data was aggregated from 0.5 degree 
resolution to 1 degree resolution (Hurtt, et al, 2006). SAGE does not have pastureland 
data, so Hurtt et al (2006) used the HYDE pastureland data and SAGE cropland data for 
the 1 degree resolution aggregation. Both datasets were linearly extrapolated at each grid 
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cell from 1990-2000 using the national statistics from the FAOSTAT 2004 data. The 
wood harvest data for both SAGE and HYDE was constructed using Houghton and 
Hackler (2000, 2003) annual national wood harvest rates, FAO national wood volume 
harvest data, the national population values from the HYDE dataset (national annual 
population and per capita harvest rates), and the national per capita wood harvest rates of 
Zon and Sparhawk (1923) (Hurtt, et al, 2006). The Hurtt et al (2006) versions of SAGE 
and HYDE are used in this study but both datasets were downscaled to a 0.5 degree 
spatial resolution for the ISAM model. The downscaling of the dataset was performed by 
sub-dividing the 1 degree resolution grid cells into four 0.5 degree resolution grid cells 
which contained the same fractional value as that of the initial 1 degree resolution grid 
cell.  
2.2.4. Land Use Datasets Analysis 
2.2.4.1. Cropland Area 
In this section, changes in cropland, pastureland, and wood harvest for SAGE and 
HYDE datasets during 1765-2000 are analyzed and compared. Figure 3 and Figure 4 
illustrate the global cropland distribution based on SAGE and HYDE datasets, 
respectively, during the 1990s. Both datasets show similar cropland hot spots in regions 
such as the Midwestern United States, India, and Northeast China. Europe, southern Latin 
America, and southeastern Australia are regions that share heavy cropland areas. Figure 3 
and Figure 4 also show that subtropical tropical desert, high alpine and high latitude 
zones mostly have no cropland area due to extremely dry and cold conditions (Jain and 
Yang, 2005). Notice that SAGE dataset has a more spread out geographic distribution of 
cropland than HYDE, especially in Latin America where deforestation plays a major role 
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in the cropland expansion. This is because SAGE is based on gridded satellite data (Jain 
and Yang, 2005) while HYDE is constrained by country-scale population density maps 
and initial global cropland area.   
 
Figure 3. The spatial distribution of croplands (m2/grid cell) at 0.5 x 0.5 resolution 
during the 1990s for SAGE dataset (Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999; Hurtt et al, 
2006) 
 
 
Figure 4. The spatial distribution of croplands (m2/grid cell) at 0.5 x 0.5 resolution 
during the 1990s for HYDE dataset (Klein Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt et al, 2006). 
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Figure 5 shows the global total cropland area for SAGE and HYDE over the time 
period of 1765-2000. Between the two datasets, SAGE has the greatest increase in 
cropland area during this time period. Overall, both datasets share a similar increasing 
trend in cropland area until the 1990s. Starting after the 1990s, HYDE has a larger 
decrease in cropland area than SAGE. Also in Figure 5, HYDE has a much lower area 
rate of change (approximately -0.03x108 ha/yr) than SAGE (approximately -0.01x108 
ha/yr) between 1990 and 2000. 
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Figure 5. Global total cropland area (108 ha) and rates of change (108 ha/yr) of SAGE 
(Ramankutty and Foley 1998, 1999; Hurtt et al, 2006) and HYDE (Klein Goldewijk, 
2001; Hurtt et al, 2006) datasets during 1765-2000. 
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Table 3 compares SAGE and HYDE estimates of regional and global net area 
change for croplands. SAGE dataset has a higher global cropland expansion estimate 
with an 11% difference relative to HYDE. Regionally, SAGE cropland area is up to 67% 
greater than the estimated cropland area by HYDE. During the period 1765-2000, the 
expansion of cropland area based on SAGE is substantially higher than HYDE estimates 
for Latin American (32%), Former Soviet Union (38%), and China (67%). The high 
percent difference in China between SAGE and HYDE datasets may be due to 
progressive cropland expansion outside of dense populated areas. Also studies have 
reported that official statistics in China may be underreporting agricultural land area by 
as much as 50% (Ramankutty et al, 2002), which could be influencing the SAGE/HYDE 
percent difference. Regions in which SAGE cropland estimates are much lower than 
HYDE are Tropical Africa (52%), North Africa/Middle East (36%), and Pacific 
developed region (21%). 
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Table 3. Change in Regional and Global Area for Cropland between 1765-2000a (Unit of 
measure is 108 ha) 
 
Regions SAGE HYDE 
SAGE % 
Difference 
Relative to 
HYDE 
Latin America 1.8 1.3 32 
Tropical Africa 0.7 1.3 -52 
South/Southeast Asia 2.1 1.9 10 
Tropics total 4.6 4.5 4 
    
Europe 0.5 0.6 -12 
North Africa/Middle East 0.5 0.7 -36 
North America 2.3 2.1 9 
Former Soviet Union 2.3 1.6 38 
China 1.1 0.5 67 
Pacific developed region 0.4 0.5 -21 
Nontropics total 7.1 6.0 17 
    
Global 11.7 10.5 11 
aAbbreviations are as followed: SAGE, Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999 and Hurtt et al, 2006; HYDE, 
Klein Goldewijk, 2001 and Hurtt et al, 2006. 
 
2.2.4.2. Pastureland Area 
 
A comparative look at SAGE and HYDE pasturelands distribution in the 1990s 
are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. There are similar regional pastureland hot spots 
between the two datasets in Latin America, Tropical Africa, Middle East, and Australia. 
Dense pastureland areas are seen in the Midwestern United States, China, and western 
Asia for both datasets. Overall, both datasets are largely in consensus for global 
pastureland areas because both pastureland datasets are constructed from HYDE. When 
comparing SAGE and HYDE 1990s pastureland distribution to the 1765 global natural 
vegetation map (Figure 1); mostly grassland and savanna land cover types are converted 
to pasturelands during 1765-2000 time period. In Latin America, some pasturelands are 
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created from clearing or burning forests but this pattern is barely seen in either SAGE or 
HYDE pastureland datasets (Houghton. et al, 1991).   
 
 
 
Figure 6. The spatial distribution of pasturelands (m2/grid cell) at 0.5 x 0.5 resolution 
during the 1990s for SAGE dataset (Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999; Hurtt et al, 
2006). 
 
 
 
Figure 7. The spatial distribution of pasturelands (m2/grid cell) at 0.5 x 0.5 resolution 
during the 1990s for HYDE dataset (Klein Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt et al, 2006). 
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The global total pastureland area from 1765-2000 is shown in Figure 8. Both 
SAGE and HYDE have the same global pastureland area estimates until the early 1800s. 
Starting in the 1950s, HYDE pastureland area increases at a significantly higher rate than 
SAGE. The increase in HYDE pastureland area may be due to more availability of land 
for agricultural activities after the allocation of cropland area. Throughout the time period 
of 1765-2000, both datasets follow a similar increasing trend in total area and area rates 
of change. Note that pastureland abandonment begins in the early 1970’s for both SAGE 
and HYDE estimates. 
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Figure 8. Global total pastureland area (108 ha) and rates of change (108 ha/yr) of SAGE 
(Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999; Hurtt et al, 2006) and HYDE (Klein Goldewijk, 
2001; Hurtt et al, 2006) datasets during 1765-2000. 
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Table 4 compares SAGE and HYDE estimated net area change for pasturelands 
across nine dominant regions of the world. SAGE estimated a total pastureland area of 
~20x108 hectares, while HYDE estimated a total area of ~22x108 hectares. SAGE 
pastureland area is lower than HYDE for all regions expect Europe (137%). Both datasets 
agree that during the time period 1765-2000 Europe encountered pastureland 
abandonment; more so in SAGE (-0.1x108 hectare) while HYDE estimated close to a null 
effect to abandonment or expansion of pastureland. During the Middle Ages Europeans 
population increased and rapidly dispersed, so most forests were cleared to create 
croplands and pasturelands (Klein Goldewijk, 2001). Within the past 300 years most of 
the agriculture land in Europe has been abandoned, causing reforestation of the continent.  
 
Table 4. Change in Regional and Global Area for Pastureland between 1765-2000a (Unit 
of measure is 108 ha) 
Regions SAGE HYDE 
SAGE % 
Difference 
Relative to 
HYDE 
Latin America 3.4 3.9 -13 
Tropical Africa 5.5 5.9 -7 
South/Southeast Asia 0.1 0.1 -21 
Tropics total 9.0 9.9 -10 
    
Europe -0.1 0.0 137 
North Africa/Middle East 2.3 2.4 -4 
North America 1.3 1.8 -33 
Former Soviet Union 1.8 2.5 -32 
China 1.8 2.8 -43 
Pacific developed region 3.4 3.6 -4 
Nontropics total 10.6 13.1 -21 
    
Global 19.5 22.9 -16 
 
aAbbreviations are as followed: SAGE, Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999 and Hurtt et al, 2006; HYDE, 
Klein Goldewijk, 2001 and Hurtt et al, 2006. 
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2.2.4.3. Wood Harvest Area 
 
Figure 9 and Figure 10 depict the global geographic distribution of wood 
harvesting for SAGE and HYDE datasets, respectively. Both datasets have common areas 
of heavy wood harvest activities such as Europe, south Latin America, and Tropical 
Africa. As seen with the previous land use data, SAGE has a wider but less dense 
distribution of wood harvesting than HYDE in North America, Latin America, and Asia. 
A possible reason for this regionally narrow but dense distribution of HYDE wood 
harvest estimates is that wood harvest activities must coincide with the population density 
maps. It is common for wood harvest activities to occur further from largely populated 
cities but in the case of using population density maps, the harvesting activities have to be 
allocated in these highly populated areas. 
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Figure 9. The spatial distribution of wood harvest (m2/grid cell) at 0.5 x 0.5 resolution 
during the 1990s for SAGE dataset (Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999; Hurtt et al, 
2006). 
 
 
 
Figure 10. The spatial distribution of wood harvest (m2/grid cell) at 0.5 x 0.5 resolution 
during the 1990s for HYDE dataset (Klein Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt et al, 2006). 
 
Figure 11 illustrates the global total wood harvest area during the time period 
1765-2000. SAGE and HYDE share a similar increasing trend but HYDE continuously 
estimated higher areas of wood harvesting activities. Note that the rates of change for 
both datasets are very different from 1765-2000. SAGE and HYDE encounter a sharp 
increase in wood harvest area change during 1970-1980 (Figure 11). Also both datasets 
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experience a drastic decrease in annual area changed during 1992, which may be due to a 
decline in the amount of area logged in primary forest and young secondary forests. After 
1992 the rate of change continued to increase for both datasets, from 0.24x108 hectare 
(SAGE) and 0.23x108 hectare (HYDE) in 1992 to 0.27x108 hectare (SAGE) and 0.31x108 
hectare (HYDE) in 2000.  
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Figure 11. Global total wood harvest areas (108 ha) and the rates of change (108 ha/yr) of 
SAGE (Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999; Hurtt et al, 2006) and HYDE (Klein 
Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt et al, 2006) datasets during 1765-2000. 
 
Table 5 compares the regional net area change for wood harvesting for both 
datasets during 1765-2000.  SAGE and HYDE agree that the total wood harvest area has 
increased by approximately 16x108 hectares over the period 1765-2000. Globally, SAGE 
wood harvest area estimates are 3% lower than HYDE. For the period 1765-2000, SAGE 
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estimated wood harvest area is lower than HYDE in South/Southeast Asia (35%), North 
Africa and Middle East (46%), Former Soviet Union (34%), China (48%), Pacific 
developed region (24%). As previously seen with cropland and pastureland estimates, 
China is a region where the percent difference is always relatively high between both 
datasets. SAGE wood harvest estimates are higher relative to HYDE in Latin America 
(24%), Tropical Africa (2%), Europe (24%), and North America (13%). Wood harvesting 
expansion based on SAGE was lower than HYDE in both the tropical (4%) and 
nontropical (2%) regions but the percent differences were small. 
 
Table 5. Change in Regional and Global Area for Wood Harvest between 1765-2000a 
(Unit of measure is 108 ha) 
Regions SAGE HYDE 
SAGE % 
Difference 
Relative to 
HYDE 
Latin America 1.5 1.2 24 
Tropical Africa 1.8 1.8 2 
South/Southeast Asia 1.3 1.8 -35 
Tropics total 4.5 4.7 -4 
    
Europe 5.3 4.2 24 
North Africa/Middle East 0.3 0.5 -46 
North America 2.9 2.6 13 
Former Soviet Union 1.5 2.2 -34 
China 1.3 2.1 -48 
Pacific developed region 0.3 0.4 -24 
Nontropics total 11.8 12.0 -2 
    
Global 16.3 16.7 -3 
aAbbreviations are as followed: SAGE, Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999 and Hurtt et al, 2006; HYDE, 
Klein Goldewijk, 2001 and Hurtt et al, 2006. 
 
 
2.3. Model Steady State Simulations and Transient Simulations 
 
It is essential that the model have steady state conditions at the beginning of the 
simulation year 1765. The necessity of steady state conditions for the model derived from 
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the impact climate has on long turnover times of soil humus (Jain and Yang, 2005).  In 
order for vegetation and soil carbon and mineral nitrogen pools to reach initial dynamic 
steady state, ISAM is initialized with a year 1765 atmospheric CO2 concentration of 278 
ppmv and constant random monthly mean temperature and precipitation for the period 
1900-1920 (Jain et al, submitted 2009). The time period 1900-1920 is selected because it 
is the earliest climate data that can be representative of the pre-Industrial Era. A more 
detailed description of the initial steady state simulation is given in Jain and Yang (2005).  
Transient experiments were performed to the year 2000 after the model reached 
steady state conditions in 1765. There were three experiments conducted using the ISAM 
to estimate the marginal effects of land cover and land use changes for cropland, 
pastureland, and wood harvest on the terrestrial carbon and nitrogen cycles during the 
period 1765-2000. In the first experiment, E1, atmospheric CO2, climate, and N 
deposition varied. In experiment E2, atmospheric CO2, climate, N deposition, and land 
cover and land use varied. In experiment E3, the same terrestrial ecosystem factors varied 
as in E2 but nitrogen limitation in secondary tropical forests reflected the nitrogen 
limitation in primary temperate forests. In E1 and E2, the secondary tropical forests retain 
nitrogen levels of the primary tropical forests. The land use emissions due to land cover 
and land use changes from cropland, pastureland and/or wood harvest activities were 
calculated by subtracting E1 from E2. The emissions due to the N-limiting effect 
associated with secondary tropical forests are calculated by subtracting E3 from E2. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 
 
3.1. SAGE and HYDE Emission Comparison due to Cropland Changes 
In this section, the land use emissions and net land-atmosphere carbon flux 
associated with increased atmospheric CO2 concentration, climate, N deposition, and 
changes in cropland; we will be compared for SAGE and HYDE datasets. Land use 
change attributed by pastureland and wood harvesting activities are not included in this 
analysis.  
3.1.1. Land Use Emissions: Changes in Cropland Area 
The land use emissions associated with cropland changes are calculated by 
subtracting transient experiment of constant 1765 land use change from a transient 
experiment that allows changes in atmospheric CO2, N deposition, climate and land use 
activities during 1765-2000 (E1 from E2 as stated in section 2.3.). The ISAM calculated 
annual and 10-year running mean land use emissions (GtC/yr) derived from SAGE and 
HYDE datasets for the period 1900-2000 are shown in Figure 12. From 1900 to 1940, the 
model estimated higher land use emissions for HYDE but thereafter SAGE is estimated 
as having higher emissions. There is a noticeable increase in land use emissions for both 
datasets starting in the 1950s, which may be associated with the industrial activities of 
World War II; followed by a sharp decrease in the 1970s. Looking at Figure 5 during 
1950-1970, there is also a major increase in the rate of change of cropland area for both 
datasets. During the period 1900-2000, SAGE and HYDE follow a similar trend showing 
that the terrestrial ecosystem is becoming less of a land use emissions source. 
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Figure 12. ISAM estimated land use emissions (GtC/yr) due to cropland changes during 
1900-2000 for SAGE (Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999; Hurtt et al, 2006) and HYDE 
(Klein Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt et al, 2006) datasets. Positive values indicate net release to 
the atmosphere and negative values indicate net storage in the terrestrial biosphere.  
 
Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the global spatial distribution of land use emissions 
associated with cropland changes during the 1990s. All areas of green denote a terrestrial 
sink of carbon from the atmosphere and areas of red indicate a terrestrial source of carbon 
to the atmosphere.  The green regions indicate carbon uptake associated with the 
regrowth of forests from cropland abandonment. The red regions denote the release of 
carbon to the atmosphere due to clearing or burning of forests for croplands. Both 
datasets agree that the eastern United States, central North America, eastern China, 
southeast Australia, and central Asia are terrestrial sinks; while India, Europe, southeast 
Asia, and the Midwestern United States are sources of land use emissions. There are 
certain regions where both datasets are not in agreement; the model estimates Latin 
America and Tropical Africa as regions that release carbon to the atmosphere from 
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LCLUC associated with cropland activities such as deforestation for SAGE (Figure 13). 
While the model estimates southeastern Latin America as a sink for atmospheric CO2 for 
the HYDE dataset (Figure 14). 
Figure 13. ISAM estimated 1990s spatial distribution of land use emissions (gC/m2/yr) 
due to changes in cropland area for the SAGE dataset (Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 
1999; Hurtt et al, 2006). Positive values indicate net release to the atmosphere and 
negative values indicate net storage in the terrestrial biosphere. 
 
 
Figure 14. ISAM estimated 1990s spatial distribution of land use emissions (gC/m2/yr) 
due to changes in cropland area for the HYDE dataset (Klein Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt et 
al, 2006). Positive values indicate net release to the atmosphere and negative values 
indicate net storage in the terrestrial biosphere.  
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Over the period 1765-2000, the ISAM estimated land use emissions associated 
with cropland changes for SAGE and HYDE datasets are described in Table 6. The 
ISAM estimated land use emissions for SAGE are substantially lower than the HYDE 
estimates in the Pacific developed region. Conversely, the model estimated land use 
emissions for SAGE are higher than the HYDE estimated emissions in all other regions. 
In the tropics, Latin America has the highest percent difference (63%) for SAGE relative 
to HYDE land use emissions. In the nontropics, North Africa and the Middle East and 
China are regions where SAGE land use emissions are significantly larger than HYDE by 
84% and 82%, respectively. Globally, the model estimates higher land use emissions of 
104 GtC for SAGE compared to 76.3 GtC for HYDE during the time period of 1765-
2000 (Table 6).  
Table 6. ISAM estimated land use emissions (GtC) due to cropland changes over the 
period 1765-2000 based on SAGE and HYDE datasetsa. (Unit of measure is 108 ha) 
 
Regions SAGE HYDE 
SAGE % 
Difference 
Relative to 
HYDE 
Latin America 10.1 5.3 63 
Tropical Africa 1.9 1.3 41 
South/Southeast Asia 34.1 30.5 11 
Tropics total 46.2 37.1 22 
    
Europe 9.8 7.7 24 
North Africa/Middle East 0.5 0.2 84 
North America 17.5 14.2 21 
Former Soviet Union 15.6 10.3 41 
China 13.7 5.7 82 
Pacific developed region 0.7 1.2 -57 
Nontropics total 57.8 39.3 38 
    
Global 104.0 76.3 31 
aAbbreviations are as followed: SAGE, Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999 and Hurtt et al, 2006; HYDE, 
Klein Goldewijk, 2001 and Hurtt et al, 2006. 
Positive values indicate net release to the atmosphere and negative values indicate net storage in the 
terrestrial biosphere. 
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Figure 15 shows the regional and global land use emissions associated with 
cropland changes for SAGE and HYDE datasets during the 1990s. The global land use 
emissions during the 1990s are conflicting for both datasets because the ISAM estimated 
a terrestrial source for SAGE and a terrestrial sink for HYDE. Also the global estimated 
land use emission for HYDE is approximately one-third the global emissions for SAGE. 
On a regional scale, the model estimated a source from cropland changes for SAGE while 
estimating a sink for the HYDE dataset in the regions of Tropical Africa and China. The 
1990s regional land use emissions in North America, Latin America, and South/Southeast 
Asia for SAGE are substantially higher than HYDE estimates (Figure 15) but the model 
results for both datasets are in agreement on the regional sources or sinks. 
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Figure 15. ISAM estimated 1990s regional land use emissions (GtC/yr) due to cropland 
changes only for SAGE (Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999; Hurtt et al, 2006) and 
HYDE (Klein Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt et al, 2006) datasets. Positive values indicate net 
release to the atmosphere and negative values indicate net storage in the terrestrial 
biosphere. 
Abbreviations for regions are as followed: North America (NA), Latin America (LA), Europe (EU), North 
Africa and Middle East (NAME), Tropical Africa (TA), Former Soviet Union (FSU), China (CH), 
South/Southeast Asia (SSEA), Pacific Developed Region (PDR) 
 
 
3.1.2. Net Land-Atmosphere Carbon Flux: Changes in Cropland Area 
 
Figure 16 shows a comparative view of the ISAM estimated 10 year running 
mean and annual net land-atmosphere fluxes associated with climate, increased CO2, N 
deposition, and changes in cropland area for SAGE and HYDE datasets. There is inter-
annual variability for the yearly lines for the model estimated net fluxes for SAGE and 
HYDE dataset. Both datasets have estimated net fluxes that follow a similar trend for the 
entire time period, especially during 1930-1940 (Figure 16). After the 1960s, the ISAM 
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estimated an increasing global terrestrial carbon sink for both datasets that takes up about 
3.0 GtC/yr by the year 2000.  
 
 
Figure 16. ISAM estimated net fluxes (GtC/yr) associated with climate, increased 
atmospheric CO2, N deposition, and cropland changes during 1900-2000 for SAGE 
(Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999; Hurtt et al, 2006) and HYDE (Klein Goldewijk, 
2001; Hurtt et al, 2006) datasets. Positive values indicate net release to the atmosphere 
and negative values indicate net storage in the terrestrial biosphere. 
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Figure 17. ISAM estimated mean net land-atmosphere carbon flux (GtC/yr) due to 
climate, increased atmospheric CO2, N deposition, and cropland changes during the 
1990s for SAGE (Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999; Hurtt et al, 2006) and HYDE 
(Klein Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt et al, 2006) datasets. Positive values indicate net release to 
the atmosphere and negative values indicate net storage in the terrestrial biosphere. 
Abbreviations for regions are as followed: North America (NA), Latin America (LA), Europe (EU), North 
Africa and Middle East (NAME), Tropical Africa (TA), Former Soviet Union (FSU), China (CH), 
South/Southeast Asia (SSEA), Pacific Developed Region (PDR) 
 
 
The ISAM results for both datasets agrees that during the 1990s the terrestrial 
biosphere acts as a net sink for carbon when the synergistic relationship between climate 
change, increased CO2, N deposition, and cropland changes are considered (Figure 17). 
The estimated net fluxes for SAGE and HYDE concur that Tropical Africa, 
South/Southeast Asia and Latin America are areas with large carbon sinks, mostly due to 
secondary tropical forests regrowth. The ISAM estimated a larger negative net flux 
(~0.34 GtC/yr) in North America (Figure 17) for SAGE compared to HYDE (-0.28 
GtC/yr). While ISAM estimated a larger sink in Latin America during the 1990s for 
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HYDE (-0.73 GtC/yr) than SAGE (-0.62 GtC/yr) dataset. The model estimated intense 
positive net fluxes in India and China for SAGE (Figure 18) where carbon is released to 
the atmosphere but both datasets show relatively similar negative net land-atmosphere 
carbon fluxes for South/Southeast Asia and China (Figure 17). For the 1990s, the model 
estimated a global net flux of -2.6 GtC/yr for SAGE and -2.8 GtC/yr for HYDE (Figure 
17), which is also reflected in Figure 16.  
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Figure 18. 1990s ISAM estimated spatial distribution of mean net exchange of carbon 
(gC/m2/yr) due to climate, increased atmospheric CO2, N deposition, and changes in 
cropland area for SAGE dataset (Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999; Hurtt et al, 2006). 
Positive values indicate net release to the atmosphere and negative values indicate net 
storage in the terrestrial biosphere. 
 
 
Figure 19. 1990s ISAM estimated spatial distribution of mean net exchange of carbon 
(gC/m2/yr) due to climate, increased atmospheric CO2, N deposition, and changes in 
cropland area for HYDE dataset (Klein Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt et al, 2006). Positive 
values indicate net release to the atmosphere and negative values indicate net storage in 
the terrestrial biosphere. 
 
 
The model estimated a sink in the tropics and a source in the nontropics for the 
net land-atmosphere carbon exchange during the period of 1765-2000 for both datasets 
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(Table 7). The ISAM estimated a smaller global terrestrial carbon uptake (-27.5 GtC) for 
SAGE than HYDE (-55.1 GtC). There is a high percent difference between the net fluxes 
for SAGE and HYDE in the former Soviet Union (102%) and China (117%). In the 
tropics, the estimated SAGE net flux takes up less carbon than HYDE by 15% while 
model results show a higher release of carbon to the atmosphere for SAGE than HYDE in 
the nontropics by 89% (Table 7). 
Table 7. ISAM estimated net terrestrial carbon uptake (GtC) associated with atmospheric 
CO2 increase, N deposition, climate, and changes in cropland area over the period 1765-
2000 based on SAGE and HYDE datasetsa. 
 
Regions SAGE HYDE 
SAGE % 
Difference 
Relative to 
HYDE 
Latin America -31.9 -36.8 -14 
Tropical Africa -36.2 -36.9 -2 
South/Southeast Asia 10.5 6.9 42 
Tropics total -57.6 -66.8 -15 
    
Europe 6.1 4.0 42 
North Africa/Middle East -2.3 -2.6 -12 
North America 12.8 9.5 30 
Former Soviet Union 7.9 2.6 102 
China 10.8 2.8 117 
Pacific developed region -5.1 -4.6 11 
Nontropics total 30.2 11.6 89 
    
Global -27.5 -55.1 -67 
aAbbreviations are as followed: SAGE, Ramankutty and Foley, 1998, 1999 and Hurtt et al, 2006; HYDE, 
Klein Goldewijk, 2001 and Hurtt et al, 2006. 
Positive values indicate net release to the atmosphere and negative values indicate net storage in the 
terrestrial biosphere. 
 
3.2. HYDE Emissions due to Changes in Cropland, Pastureland, and Wood Harvest 
Area 
In this section, the ISAM estimated land use emissions and net land-atmosphere 
carbon flux associated with increased atmospheric CO2 concentration, climate, N 
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deposition, and land use change; we will be compared between two land use change 
scenarios for the HYDE dataset only. The first land use change scenario is based on 
changes in cropland area only as seen in the section 2.3. The second land use scenario is 
based on changes in cropland, pastureland, and wood harvest area. From this point further 
the land use change case associated with cropland and the combination of cropland, 
pastureland, and wood harvest will be referred to as the CROP case and ALL case, 
respectively. 
3.2.1. Land Use Emissions: Changes in Cropland, Pastureland, and Wood Harvest 
Area  
The land use emissions derived from the CROP case and ALL case are calculated 
as described in the section 2.3. Figure 20 shows the global land use emissions estimated 
for both cases during the period 1900-2000. The CROP case and the ALL case land use 
emissions differ greatly throughout the century. During 1900-1970 the ALL case is a 
consistent source of land use emissions, even though, it peaks in the early 1900s. After 
the 1970s, the model estimated land use emissions that were close to zero for the CROP 
case while the ALL case shows an increasing sink for carbon until year 2000. Both cases 
show either neutral or negative land use emissions as the century comes to an end, which 
may be a resultant from secondary forest growth (Figure 20). In the year 2000, the ISAM 
estimated a sink of -0.74 GtC/yr for the ALL case and a sink of -0.11 GtC/yr for the 
CROP case. 
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 Figure 20. ISAM estimated land use emissions (GtC/yr) based on the HYDE (Klein 
Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt et al, 2006) dataset using two land use change cases; cropland 
only (CROP) and cropland, pastureland, wood harvest (ALL) during 1900-2000. Positive 
values indicate net release to the atmosphere and negative values indicate net storage in 
the terrestrial biosphere.  
 
The 1990s spatial distribution of land use emissions due to simultaneous changes 
in cropland, pastureland, and wood harvest (Figure 21) is more prominent globally than 
the emissions associated with cropland changes only (Figure 14) because of larger 
regional sources and sinks. The change in magnitude of land use emissions released into 
the atmosphere in central United States, Latin America, Europe, and China is resultant of 
increased deforestation for cropland and pastureland expansion and wood harvesting 
activities. The intense uptake of carbon in the eastern United States and Europe in the 
ALL case (Figure 21) is associated with reforestation. The intensified sources and sinks 
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of regional land use emissions are mostly due to the inclusion of wood harvesting 
because most pasturelands are converted from grasslands. 
 
Figure 21. The ISAM estimated spatial distribution of land use emissions (gC/m2/yr) in 
the 1990s due to changes in cropland, pastureland, and wood harvest area (ALL case) for 
the HYDE dataset (Klein Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt et al, 2006). Positive values indicate net 
release to the atmosphere and negative values indicate net storage in the terrestrial 
biosphere.  
 
Table 8 gives the estimated land use emissions across nine regions for the CROP 
case and ALL case using the HYDE dataset during the period 1765-2000. The CROP 
case land use emissions were lower in most regions, with the highest percent differences 
in Tropical Africa (173%), Latin America (141%), and China (127%). Regional 
discrepancies occur in the North Africa and Middle East and Pacific developed region; 
the ISAM estimated a negative land-atmosphere carbon exchange due to land use change 
for the ALL case while estimating a positive land atmosphere carbon exchange for the 
CROP case. There is greater reforestation occurring in the ALL case than the CROP case 
during the period 1765-2000, which is why regions such as North Africa and Middle East 
and Pacific developed region have contrasting land use emissions. South and Southeast 
Asia is the region with the smallest percent difference between the two cases. Globally, 
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the model estimated land use emissions for the CROP case are 69% lower that the ALL 
case land use emissions (Table 8). 
Table 8. ISAM estimated land use emissions (GtC) over the period 1765-2000 based on 
HYDEb dataset for land use change cases; CROP and ALL. 
 
Regions 
CROP 
case 
ALL 
case 
CROP case 
% Difference 
Relative to 
ALL case 
Latin America 5.3 30.7 -141 
Tropical Africa 1.3 17.5 -173 
South/Southeast Asia 30.5 34.7 -13 
Tropics total 37.1 82.9 -76 
    
Europe 7.7 9.8 -24 
North Africa/Middle East 0.2 -2.8 …a 
North America 14.2 31.2 -75 
Former Soviet Union 10.3 19.1 -60 
China 5.7 25.5 -127 
Pacific developed region 1.2 -8.4 …a 
Nontropics total 39.3 74.4 -62 
    
Global 76.3 157.3 -69 
aCROP case and ALL case have different signs. In this situation it is not appropriate to calculate the 
percentage difference. 
bAbbreviations are as followed: HYDE, Klein Goldewijk, 2001 and Hurtt et al, 2006; CROP, land use 
changes due to cropland only; ALL, land use changes due to cropland, pastureland, and wood harvest.. 
Positive values indicate net release to the atmosphere and negative values indicate net storage in the 
terrestrial biosphere. 
 
 
3.2.2. Net Land-Atmosphere Carbon Flux: Changes in Cropland, Pastureland, and 
Wood Harvest Area 
Figure 22 shows a comparative view of the ISAM estimated 10 year running 
mean and annual net land-atmosphere fluxes associated with climate, increased CO2, N 
deposition, and land use changes using the CROP case and ALL case for the HYDE 
dataset during the past century. Both cases show similar net fluxes throughout the period 
1900-2000. From 1900-1940, the model calculated a higher net land-atmosphere carbon 
flux for the ALL case but during 1940-1970 both cases show similar net fluxes. From 
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1971-2000, the ISAM calculated a higher net flux for the CROP case than the ALL case. 
Overall, both cases agree that toward the end of the century, the terrestrial biosphere is an 
increasingly large net sink for atmospheric carbon. 
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Figure 22. ISAM estimated net land-atmosphere carbon exchange (GtC/yr) associated 
with climate, increased atmospheric CO2, N deposition, and two land use change cases; 
cropland only (CROP) and cropland, pastureland, wood harvest (ALL) using the HYDE 
(Klein Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt et al, 2006) dataset for the period 1900-2000. Positive 
values indicate net release to the atmosphere and negative values indicate net storage in 
the terrestrial biosphere. 
 
In Figure 23 the spatial distribution of the terrestrial net flux for the ALL case 
based on the HYDE dataset is shown for the 1990s decade. The CROP case (Figure 19) 
and the ALL case (Figure 23) agree that Latin America and Tropical Africa are regions 
with intense carbon sinks. The ALL case shows substantially large carbon sinks in 
eastern United States, Europe, South and Southeast Asia. Also there is a regional positive 
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net flux in the central United States and across the Former Soviet Union because of the 
influence of wood harvesting in the ALL case (Figure 23). 
 
Figure 23. 1990s ISAM estimated spatial distribution of mean net exchange of carbon 
(gC/m2/yr) due to climate, increased atmospheric CO2, N deposition, and changes in 
cropland, pastureland, and wood harvest area (ALL case) for HYDE (Klein Goldewijk, 
2001; Hurtt et al, 2006) dataset. Positive values indicate net release to the atmosphere and 
negative values indicate net storage in the terrestrial biosphere. 
 
The ISAM calculated regional net land-atmosphere carbon exchange resultant 
from the interaction of climate, increased atmospheric CO2, N deposition, and changes in 
cropland, pastureland, and wood harvest area (ALL case) during 1765-2000 is described 
in Table 9. There is a definite consensus between both cases that tropical regions are net 
sinks for carbon and the nontropic regions are a net source of carbon. The largest percent 
difference is calculated in China (155%) where the model estimated net flux for the 
CROP case is substantially lower than the estimated net flux for the ALL case. In the 
tropics, the net sink is larger for the CROP case than the ALL case. In the nontropics, the 
net release of carbon to the atmosphere is lower for the CROP case than the ALL case by 
120%. There is a conflicting global net flux for the terrestrial biosphere between the two 
cases. During 1765-2000, the terrestrial biospheric uptake for the CROP case was 55.1 
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GtC while the ALL case released 25.7 GtC to the atmosphere. The positive net flux for 
the ALL case may be associated with the amount of carbon released from wood 
harvesting activities over the period 1765-2000. 
Table 9. ISAM estimated net flux (GtC) associated with climate, increased atmospheric 
CO2, N deposition, and land use change over the period 1765-2000 based on HYDE 
datasetb for two cases; CROP and ALL. 
 
Regions 
HYDE 
(CROP) 
HYDE 
(ALL) 
HYDE(CROP) 
% Difference 
Relative to 
HYDE(ALL) 
Latin America -36.8 -11.3 106 
Tropical Africa -36.9 -20.7 56 
South/Southeast Asia 6.9 11.2 -48 
Tropics total -66.8 -20.8 105 
    
Europe 4.0 6.1 -42 
North Africa/Middle East -2.6 -5.6 -72 
North America 9.5 26.5 -95 
Former Soviet Union 2.6 11.5 -127 
China 2.8 22.6 -155 
Pacific developed region -4.6 -14.5 -104 
Nontropics total 11.6 46.5 -120 
    
Global -55.1 25.7 …a 
aCROP case and ALL case have different signs. In this situation it is not appropriate to calculate the 
percentage difference. 
 bAbbreviations are as followed: HYDE, Klein Goldewijk, 2001 and Hurtt et al, 2006; CROP, land use 
changes due to cropland only; ALL, land use changes due to cropland, pastureland, and wood harvest.. 
Positive values indicate net release to the atmosphere and negative values indicate net storage in the 
terrestrial biosphere. 
 
3.2.2.1. Nitrogen Limitation in Secondary Tropical Forests: Changes in Cropland, 
Pastureland, and Wood Harvest Area 
 This section shows the estimated effect of N limitation on atmospheric CO2 
uptake of secondary tropical forests. Figure 24 shows the ISAM estimated carbon 
emissions associated with N limitation in secondary tropical forests during 1900-2000 for 
the CROP and ALL cases based on the HYDE dataset. During this period, the CROP 
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case exhibits a neutral effect on carbon emissions remaining in the atmosphere due to N 
limitation of secondary tropical forests. This null effect of secondary forests may be 
attributed to low rates of cropland abandonment in tropical regions. From 1900-1970, the 
model estimated CO2 emissions associated with N limitation in secondary tropical forests 
for the ALL case was less than 0.02 GtC/yr. After 1970, the carbon emissions increased 
to approximately 0.14 GtC/yr by the year 2000. The rapid increase of CO2 emissions 
remaining in the atmosphere after 1970 may be due to the continual growth of tropical 
secondary forests that became more N limited and less productive in taking up 
atmospheric CO2 than the previous primary forests. 
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Figure 24. ISAM estimated carbon emissions (GtC/yr) remaining in the atmosphere due 
to secondary tropical forest N limitation based on HYDE (Klein Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt 
et al, 2006) dataset using two land use change cases; cropland only (CROP) and cropland, 
pastureland, wood harvest (ALL) during 1900-2000. Positive values indicate net release 
to the atmosphere and negative values indicate net storage in the terrestrial biosphere. 
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The following results focus on the ALL case due to the near null effect of N 
limitation on tropical secondary forests carbon uptake based on the CROP case. Figure 25 
shows the spatial distribution of global secondary forest area associated with LCLUC for 
croplands, pasturelands, and wood harvest activities (ALL case) during the 1990s for the 
HYDE dataset. The secondary tropical forests of Latin America, Tropical Africa, South 
and Southeast Asia are the main focus of the N limitation experiment. Most of the 
secondary tropical forests are the product of deforestation from wood harvesting than 
from agricultural activities (Figure 4, 7, 10). 
 
 
Figure 25. 1990s ISAM estimated global spatial distribution of secondary forest area 
(m2/grid cell) at 0.5 x 0.5 resolution due to cropland, pastureland, and wood harvest 
activities (ALL case) for the HYDE dataset (Klein Goldewijk, 2001; Hurtt et al, 2006). 
 
Figure 26 illustrates the ISAM estimated net land-atmosphere carbon exchange 
due to N limitation in secondary tropical forests during the 1990s for the ALL case. The 
distribution of positive fluxes represents carbon that is not taken up by secondary forests 
but remains in the atmosphere due to the effect of N limitation on plant productivity. 
Taking a comparative look at Figure 25 and Figure 26, the location of CO2 emissions are 
where secondary tropical forests are located. The emissions in Figure 26 are mostly from 
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the effect of deforestation on reforestation productivity, which becomes an indirect effect 
of land cover and land use change on land-atmosphere carbon exchanges. The effect that 
N limitation may have on tropical secondary forest production can potentially contribute 
to the amount of CO2 emissions in the atmosphere associated with land cover and land 
use changes. 
 
 
 
Figure 26. ISAM estimated 1990s spatial distribution of secondary tropical forests net 
land-atmosphere carbon exchange (g/m2/yr) associated with N limitation; including 
changes in climate, increased atmospheric CO2, N deposition, and cropland, pastureland, 
and wood harvest (ALL case) area based on the HYDE dataset (Klein Goldewijk, 2001; 
Hurtt et al, 2006). Positive values indicate the net amount of CO2 remaining in the 
atmosphere.  
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
To sustain availability of food, fuel, fiber, habitation and economic activity into 
the future, humans must secure a renewable natural-resource base but while doing so they 
are inadvertently altering the terrestrial biosphere (Ramankutty et al, 2002). During the 
20th century, the human population increased which caused an increase in agricultural 
expansion that was greater than in the 18th and early 19th century combined (Ramankutty 
et al, 2002). Other than population growth, LCLUC is also driven by political structure 
and culture in determining the consumption of natural resources globally (Ramankutty et 
al, 2002), which is why regional LCLUC has such a huge influence on the global carbon 
budget. 
Land use emissions are still most uncertain in the tropics, which is where high 
population growth is occurring. For example, the population of northern Latin America 
during the period 1900-1990 increased by 214 million while South Asia and Southeast 
Asia population increased by 845 million and 774 million, respectively (Ramankutty et 
al, 2002). The urgency to accommodate the demand for life sustaining resources forces 
the use of poor agricultural practices via biomass burning and logging in these tropical 
regions. For land use emissions due to cropland changes, SAGE differed from HYDE by 
22% in the tropics (Table 6). During the 1990s, the land use emissions due to changes in 
cropland differ the most in tropical regions, when comparing the two datasets. The model 
estimated land use emissions for SAGE that are ~8 GtC/yr greater than the HYDE land 
use emissions in Latin America and South/Southeast Asia; but both datasets agree that 
these regions are sources of carbon (Figure 15). In Tropical Africa, the land use 
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emissions differ in sign because the model estimates a source for SAGE while estimating 
a sink for HYDE, which could be related to the differences in the rates of LCLUC. The 
land use emissions associated with cropland only changes for HYDE in 1990 show a 76% 
difference relative to cropland, pastureland and wood harvest changes in the tropics 
(Table 8), meaning that increased and varied methods of LCLUC activity can make 
emissions more uncertain. Human population will continue to increase in the tropics 
because of profitable and productive agricultural practices and industrial advancements, 
so tracking land use change and estimating the potential emissions is impertinent.  
This study found that secondary forests increase the global terrestrial sink for 
CO2, especially when resulting from the combined changes associated with cropland, 
pastureland, and wood harvest activities. There are areas with large densities of 
secondary forests such as the eastern United States, Europe and parts of southeast and 
eastern Asia (Figure 25), which are due to activities from all three LCLUCs. When 
comparing the 1990s global secondary forest area to land use emissions from cropland 
only changes (Figure 13 and 14), only parts of Europe and the eastern United States 
influence the reforestation process. Note that with the addition of pastureland and wood 
harvest activities (Figure 21), the regional carbon sink affiliated with the reforestation of 
Europe and North America, became larger during the 1990s. The consequences of 
secondary forest growth on carbon uptake can vary depending on ecosystem types and 
nutrient availability. Hooker and Compton (2003) found that for approximately one 
century after agricultural abandonment, regrowing temperate forests will act as a 
competitive sink for available N and sequester carbon. If a tropical forest is subject to 
multiple harvests, Herbert et al (2003) estimated that about 100 years after abandonment 
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during forest regrowth there remains a 25% reduction in ecosystem C storage and greater 
than a 20% decline in total N. The long-term storage of C and N in secondary forests play 
an important role in global terrestrial C and N sinks (Hooker and Compton, 2003), which 
is why tracking and understanding the effect of LCLUC in these regions is essential.  
Another finding of this study was that secondary tropical forests CO2 uptake 
decreased due to N limitation, even though, the area of secondary forests are sparse 
globally. Latin America, Tropical Africa and Southeast Asia are areas where small 
densities of secondary tropical forests are located based on cropland, pastureland and 
wood harvest activities (Figure 25). The different methods of deforestation or agricultural 
management can cause these secondary tropical forests to have N limited soil, which 
leads to reduced carbon uptake during the growth process. Herbert et al (2003) suggests 
that in the Amazon the removal of biomass C and nutrients via fire combustion, grazing, 
and harvest practices can significantly limit secondary forest productivity, growth, and 
soil and vegetation C sequestration. Figure 26 shows that nitrogen limitation in secondary 
tropical forests may potentially cause up to 50 g/m2/yr of carbon to remain in the 
atmosphere. Davidson et al (2004) also found evidence of N-limitation in tropical 
secondary forests due to their response to nutrient amendments by increasing foliar 
concentrations, increasing growth or both, six years after slash/burn and 15 years after 
pastureland abandonment.  LeBauer and Treseder (2008) suggests that N limitation is a 
widespread occurrence but increasing N deposition from air pollution, particularly in 
developing countries, may stimulate global NPP and reduce terrestrial accumulation of 
atmospheric CO2. Conversely, Herbert et al (2003) estimated that on shorter time scales 
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N deposition alone is not sufficient to compensate for disturbance-induced N losses but 
biological N fixation is more important in post-disturbance resilience.  
The results of this study show that uncertainties in land use emissions were due to 
regional land use rates of change. The regional differences in LCLUC rates and 
transitions observed in this study could be attributed to the fact that SAGE used remote 
sensing data to spatialize LCLUC while HYDE used population density maps to assign 
spatial distribution of LCLUC (Klein and Ramankutty, 2004). Rates of land use change 
could have also been affected due to the use of the Boolean method by HYDE, while 
SAGE used a continuous description of the land use change (Klein and Ramankutty, 
2004). As seen in Figure 15, the regional differences in land use emissions influenced by 
the rates of regional LCLUC can affect the global terrestrial C uptake. The contrasting 
global estimates between SAGE and HYDE datasets are resultant of the rates of change 
of cropland expansion and abandonment at a regional scale. When the rates of change for 
cropland, pastureland, and wood harvest are estimated for the HYDE dataset only, there 
were regions that become a sink for carbon, even though, they were sources of carbon 
during cropland changes only case (Table 8). This is mostly due to the increased 
reforestation from cropland and pastureland abandonment and/or emerging secondary 
forests after wood harvesting.  
Despite differences in regional rates of LCLUC and its effects on secondary forest 
C uptake, both datasets are in agreement with patterns of agricultural expansion based on 
historical economic development and European settlement (Klein and Ramankutty, 
2004). Comparatively, both datasets have specific problems that may alter CO2 estimates 
differently, even though they are tested on the same model. The method that HYDE used 
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for allocating LCLUC is based on population density which may be problematic because 
geographically majority of agricultural activities occur in regions with productive arable 
soils and climate conditions conducive for growing crops (Ramankutty et al, 2002). Also 
in the HYDE dataset, statistical data is essential in creating land cover dataset but many 
countries underreport agricultural land area. For example, the 1990 FAO report estimated 
15 million km2 of global cropland while SAGE satellite-census intercalibrated dataset 
estimated 18 million km2 of cropland area, causing a 3 million km2 cropland area 
uncertainty (Klein and Ramankutty, 2004). In the case of SAGE data construction, 
satellite data is not completely accurate because pastureland and grassland are difficult to 
distinguish (Klein and Ramankutty, 2004). Furthermore, many studies agree that Tropical 
Africa is one of the most uncertain regions for estimating LCLUC based on satellite 
imagery because of difficulties in detecting patchy clearings due to tree cover (Jain and 
Yang, 2005) which contributes to the concern regarding land use emissions in the tropics.  
Though there are uncertainties between SAGE and HYDE, land cover datasets are 
essential for assessing the consequences of LCLUC within global climate and ecosystem 
models (Klein and Ramankutty, 2004). A global collaborative effort in collecting and 
digitally compiling historical land cover maps, aerial photographs, land surveys, and tax 
records are necessary in improving land use definitions consistency (Klein and 
Ramankutty, 2004). Improving land use datasets is just one of the major factors in 
estimating the historical, present and future global terrestrial carbon sink. 
Climate and ecosystem model advancement are also very detrimental in 
examining the global terrestrial carbon sink. According to my knowledge this is the only 
study that uses a carbon-nitrogen coupled model to estimate carbon emissions based on 
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changes in climate, atmospheric CO2, N deposition, and LCLUC. Using the C-N couple 
model for further examination of global N limitation on secondary forests and evaluating 
other land cover datasets are relevant ways of validating the effect of LCLUC on global 
terrestrial carbon uptake.  
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